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Single-particle control & detection

Few-atom systems (e.g. ion chain)

Coherent control over single particles

Many-body systems (e.g. ultracold atoms)

Large clouds of atoms in optical lattices

Single particle detection 
+ control in many-body systems



Entanglement Detection

Can we probe entanglement in ultracold quantum gases in optical lattices?

Neutral atoms in optical lattices:
• So far, only global entanglement witnesses but no local detection

Ion traps:
• Entanglement detection well established in spin chains of ~15 spins
• Quantum state state reconstruction using local rotations

• Degrees of freedom:
• Charge-degree of freedom (i.e., on-site occupation number) 
• Spin-degree of freedom (e.g., super-exchange)

n -n



Entanglement Detection

Can we probe entanglement in ultracold quantum gases in optical lattices?

This talk: Entanglement detection in a Bose-Hubbard chain
• Entanglement in spin-degree of freedom
• Entanglement in subsystems of two lattice sites
• Generation and spreading of entanglement
• What‘s the influence of particle number fluctuations?

n -n
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V. Spin-Entanglement detection in practice

Outline



I: 
Introduction to single-site imaging



1064 nm

l/2= 532 nm

Laser Laser

optical standing wave

1D

2D

3D

Optical lattices



Experimental Setup

Atomic sample:
• ~ 1000 87Rb atoms (bosons)
• single anti-node 

of a standing wave
Imaging System:
• 700 nm resolution
• Fluorescence detection

J.F. Sherson et al., Nature 467, 68 (2010).



~ 4000 Er

300 µK

depth 

~ 10 Er • freeze density distribution

• lose phase coherence 

~ 5000 photons/atom collected in ~1s

Fluorescence imaging

J.F. Sherson et al., Nature 467, 68 (2010)
see also: W. Bakr et al., Nature 462, 74 (2009)



Bose-Hubbard

M.P.A. Fisher et al., Phys. Rev. B 40, 546 (1989); 
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Ground state atomic limit
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J.F. Sherson, C. Weitenberg et al., Nature 467, 68 (2010).

Almost defect 

free regions

Atomic Limit Mott Insulators

Individual 
thermal 

excitation



II: 
Observables



Generic observable spinless

Most general observable:

Pure state:

Mixed state:

Measurement is limited to diagonal elements 
of the density operator in occupation number basis!

M. Endres et al., Appl. Phys. B 113, 27 (2013)

(includes all density-density correlations)



Summary of experiments

• Precise temperature detection by counting individual thermal defects:

• Detection of various correlations functions in equilibrium across SF-Mott transition

• Light-cone-like spreading of correlations after quantum quench

• Dynamical response close to SF-Mott in 2d: ‚Higgs amplitude mode‘

• Spin-impurity dynamics

J.F. Sherson et al., Nature 467, 68 (2010)

M. Endres et al., Science 334, 200 (2011)

M. Cheneau et al., Nature 481, 484 (2012)

M. Endres et al., Nature 487, 454 (2012)

T. Fukuhara et al., Nature 502, 76–79 (2013)
T. Fukuhara et al., Nature Phys. 9, 235 (2013)

For entanglment detection we will need access to off-diagonal elements:
Option 1: off-diagonal with respect to on-site occupation number
Option 2: off-diagonal with respect to spin state



Spin-Degree

Use two different hyperfine levels:

|F=2, mF=-2>=

|F=1, mF=-1>=

Map difference of local occupation numbers to spin:

x

Spin 0: Spin 1/2:

+1/2 -1/2

Spin 1:

+1 0 -1

uW-radiation

Spin degree realized with hyperfine levels.
Rotations in spin-space possible (at fixed local total spin)
->apply rotation before imaging
->off-diagonal elements



x

Spin-Imaging

x

Spin 0: Spin 1/2:

+1/2 -1/2

Ideally we could image both states in one shot -> not possible

Eliminate one component with a ‚push-out pulse‘:

Looks the same

Spin resolved imaging possible
but it cannot distinguish holes from one of the spin states



III: 
Single Spin-Impurity Dynamics in 1d

T. Fukuhara et al., Nature Phys. 9, 235 (2013)



1d limit
How to get 1d systems?

Keep one lattice axis deep
->no dynamics

Lower other axis
->dynamics



Preparation of single spin impurity 

↓:  |F=2, mF=-2>

↑:  |F=1, mF=-1>

T. Fukuhara et al., Nature Phys. 9, 235 (2013)

Single-spin addressing scheme

C. Weitenberg et al., Nature 471, 319 (2011)Microwave

superexchange
U

J
J

2

ex 4



Spin impurity dynamics

Heisenberg Hamiltonian (U>>J):

PRL 90.100401 (2003), PRL 91, 090402 (2003), 
NJP 5, 76 (2003), NJP 5, 113 (2003).

superexchange
U

J
J

2

ex 4

Free propagation Spin attraction



Coherent quantum dynamics

: Bessel function of the first kind

V = 10 Er
Jex/ħ=65(1) Hz

Observation of a spin wave consisting of only a single spin!



IV: 
Spin-Entanglement Detection

Conceptually



Quantum state

-n n

Pick two sites n and –n and look at reduced density operator:

Impurity is in superposition over several sites:

Bell state

Mixed, entangled state
-> entanglement measure for mixed states



Concurrence

• Entanglement measure: Concurrence

Wootters, PRL 80, 2245–2248 (1998)

• Pure states:

• Mixed states:

• Can be analytically calculated for two spins if density matrix is completely known
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FIG. 2. Transverse correlat ions. (a), (b) Experimental data

of the correlat ions Ci , j and eCi , j for di↵erent evolut ion t imes.
The st rongest signal corresponds to the outward propagat -

ing correlat ions between the sites ± i symmetrically located
around the init ial posit ion (on the upper left to lower right

diagonal). (c) Theoret ical predict ion for an ideal spin chain.
Remarkable qualitat ive agreement between theory and exper-
iment is visible in the spat ial st ructure of the correlat ions, but

the amplitude of the experimental signal is reduced (di↵erent
color scales).

is uniform across the chain with equal probabilit ies for

the |" i and |#i states (Fig. 1b). We ensured that the

magnet ic field homogeneity was bet ter than 50mG/ cm

(0.2Hz/ alat ) [46] such that t ransverse spin correlat ions

are preserved over experimental t imescales of 100ms.

Each data point presented in this paper is ext racted from

typically 800 (1000) individual realizat ions of the spin

chain in the longitudinal (t ransverse) case (with the ex-

cept ion of the data shown in Fig. 4, where these numbers

are five t imes lower).

The spat ially resolved measurement of t ransverse cor-

relat ions Ci ,j is the crucial step towards the detect ion

of entanglement dynamics. Without defects in the spin

chain, the operator Ŝ?
i direct ly relates to our experimen-

tal observable P 1
i ? = hŜ?

i i + 1
2
. Hence, the transverse

correlat ions Ci ,j = P 11
i ,j ? − 1

4
are given by the joint prob-

ability P 11
i ,j ↵ to find one atom at site i and one at site

j in the t ransverse (↵ = ? ) measurement . Imperfect ions

will always decrease these detected correlat ions such that

Ci ,j provides a lower bound for them, even in an environ-

ment of onsite atom number fluctuat ions [33]. Figure 2a

shows the measured t ransverse correlat ions together with

the theoret ical predict ion for the ideal XX-spin chain. A

strong posit ive signal appears between sites + 1 and − 1

after an evolut ion t ime of 20ms (1.26h̄/ Jex ) and subse-

quent ly these correlat ions spread further outwards. How-

ever, compared to the ideal case a trend toward neg-

at ive values is visible even between far separated sites

that should be uncorrelated given the short evolut ion

t imes. A possible explanat ion for this lies in the non-

perfect init ial Mot t insulators result ing in P 1
i ? < 0.5,

which biases the measured Ci ,j . This bias is removed

in the modified t ransverse correlat ion eCi ,j , defined as
eCi ,j = P 11

i ,j ? − P 1
i ? P 1

j ? [33]. In Fig. 2b, we show the

measured eCi ,j , now in remarkable agreement with the

theoret ical predict ion, except for the smaller amplitude

of the measured correlat ion signal.

We now combine longitudinal and t ransverse correla-

t ion measurements to detect spin-entanglement in the

system. This is achieved using a lower bound for the

concurrence in the spin-1/ 2 degree of freedom and also

for the entanglement of part icles [24, 25, 41] obtained

from [33]

Ci ,j = 2(2Ci ,j −
q

P 11
i ,j k

P 00
i ,j k

). (1)

Here, P 00
i ,j k

is the joint probability of finding zero atoms

on sites i and j in the longitudinal measurement . It has

been shown in Ref. [33] that Ci ,j is a valid lower bound

for the concurrence even in the case of fluctuat ing part i-

cle numbers as long as the maximum on-site occupat ion

number doesnot exceed two. This requirement is fulfilled

in our experiments where the total atom number is tuned

to yield a unity filled Mot t insulator in the center of the

t rap. Assuming the worst case scenario, that the ob-

served hole probability of 0.032(6) is only due to doubly

occupied sites and an exponent ially decreasing occupa-

t ion of higher excited states we expect a probability for

t riply occupied states of 10− 3. With the weak addit ional

assumpt ions of vanishing correlat ions between the site

occupat ion numbers and between all degrees of freedom

in the doubly occupied sector, a more efficient bound eCi ,j

on the concurrence can be obtained by replacing Ci ,j by

the modified t ransverse correlat ions eCi ,j in Eq. (1) [33].

It is reasonable to assume that these condit ions are ful-

filled in theexperiment for non nearest -neighbor sitesand

given the very low probability for double occupat ion.

The results of the concurrence measurements are

shown in Fig. 3a for pairs of sites symmetric around the

init ial impurity posit ion. They reveal a buildup of en-

tanglement in the spin chain leading to a peaking con-

currence C− 1,+ 1 = 0.24(6) between the sites ± 1alat away

from the center after 35ms. For longer t imes, the con-

currence peaks at larger distances showing an outward

propagat ing entanglement wavefront . Using the bound
eCi ,j , we find finite entanglement up to distances of six

lat t ice sites. Note that the bound for the concurrence is

expected to beespecially efficient for pairsof sites located

symmetrically around the init ial posit ion, which is con-

sistent with our observat ions (cf. Fig. 2). The observed

concurrence closely resembles the t ransverse correlat ions

that are shown in Fig. 3b for comparison. Its amplitude

is only slight ly decreased due to our finite fidelity in the

preparat ion of the init ial spin-impurity. Comparing the

measured transverse correlat ions eCi ,j quant itat ively to

the expectat ion for a perfect chain, we find good agree-

ment after a constant down scaling of the theoret ical cor-

relat ion amplitude by 0.6. Such an e↵ect has indeed been
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FIG. 2. Transverse correlat ions. (a), (b) Experimental data

of the correlat ions Ci , j and eCi , j for di↵erent evolut ion t imes.
The st rongest signal corresponds to the outward propagat -

ing correlat ions between the sites ± i symmetrically located
around the init ial posit ion (on the upper left to lower right

diagonal). (c) Theoret ical predict ion for an ideal spin chain.
Remarkable qualitat ive agreement between theory and exper-
iment is visible in the spat ial st ructure of the correlat ions, but

the amplitude of the experimental signal is reduced (di↵erent
color scales).

is uniform across the chain with equal probabilit ies for

the |" i and |#i states (Fig. 1b). We ensured that the

magnet ic field homogeneity was bet ter than 50mG/ cm

(0.2Hz/ alat ) [46] such that t ransverse spin correlat ions

are preserved over experimental t imescales of 100ms.

Each data point presented in this paper is ext racted from

typically 800 (1000) individual realizat ions of the spin

chain in the longitudinal (t ransverse) case (with the ex-

cept ion of the data shown in Fig. 4, where these numbers

are five t imes lower).

The spat ially resolved measurement of t ransverse cor-

relat ions Ci ,j is the crucial step towards the detect ion

of entanglement dynamics. Without defects in the spin

chain, the operator Ŝ?
i direct ly relates to our experimen-

tal observable P 1
i ? = hŜ?

i i + 1
2
. Hence, the transverse

correlat ions Ci ,j = P 11
i ,j ? − 1

4
are given by the joint prob-

ability P 11
i ,j ↵ to find one atom at site i and one at site

j in the t ransverse (↵ = ? ) measurement . Imperfect ions

will always decrease these detected correlat ions such that

Ci ,j provides a lower bound for them, even in an environ-

ment of onsite atom number fluctuat ions [33]. Figure 2a

shows the measured t ransverse correlat ions together with

the theoret ical predict ion for the ideal XX-spin chain. A

strong posit ive signal appears between sites + 1 and − 1

after an evolut ion t ime of 20ms (1.26h̄/ Jex ) and subse-

quent ly these correlat ions spread further outwards. How-

ever, compared to the ideal case a trend toward neg-

at ive values is visible even between far separated sites

that should be uncorrelated given the short evolut ion

t imes. A possible explanat ion for this lies in the non-

perfect init ial Mot t insulators result ing in P 1
i ? < 0.5,

which biases the measured Ci ,j . This bias is removed

in the modified t ransverse correlat ion eCi ,j , defined as
eCi ,j = P 11

i ,j ? − P 1
i ? P 1

j ? [33]. In Fig. 2b, we show the

measured eCi ,j , now in remarkable agreement with the

theoret ical predict ion, except for the smaller amplitude

of the measured correlat ion signal.

We now combine longitudinal and t ransverse correla-

t ion measurements to detect spin-entanglement in the

system. This is achieved using a lower bound for the

concurrence in the spin-1/ 2 degree of freedom and also

for the entanglement of part icles [24, 25, 41] obtained

from [33]

Ci ,j = 2(2Ci ,j −
q

P 11
i ,j k

P 00
i ,j k

). (1)

Here, P 00
i ,j k

is the joint probability of finding zero atoms

on sites i and j in the longitudinal measurement . It has

been shown in Ref. [33] that Ci ,j is a valid lower bound

for the concurrence even in the case of fluctuat ing part i-

cle numbers as long as the maximum on-site occupat ion

number doesnot exceed two. This requirement is fulfilled

in our experiments where the total atom number is tuned

to yield a unity filled Mot t insulator in the center of the

t rap. Assuming the worst case scenario, that the ob-

served hole probability of 0.032(6) is only due to doubly

occupied sites and an exponent ially decreasing occupa-

t ion of higher excited states we expect a probability for

t riply occupied states of 10− 3. With the weak addit ional

assumpt ions of vanishing correlat ions between the site

occupat ion numbers and between all degrees of freedom

in the doubly occupied sector, a more efficient bound eCi ,j

on the concurrence can be obtained by replacing Ci ,j by

the modified t ransverse correlat ions eCi ,j in Eq. (1) [33].

It is reasonable to assume that these condit ions are ful-

filled in theexperiment for non nearest -neighbor sitesand

given the very low probability for double occupat ion.

The results of the concurrence measurements are

shown in Fig. 3a for pairs of sites symmetric around the

init ial impurity posit ion. They reveal a buildup of en-

tanglement in the spin chain leading to a peaking con-

currence C− 1,+ 1 = 0.24(6) between the sites ± 1alat away

from the center after 35ms. For longer t imes, the con-

currence peaks at larger distances showing an outward

propagat ing entanglement wavefront . Using the bound
eCi ,j , we find finite entanglement up to distances of six

lat t ice sites. Note that the bound for the concurrence is

expected to beespecially efficient for pairsof sites located

symmetrically around the init ial posit ion, which is con-

sistent with our observat ions (cf. Fig. 2). The observed

concurrence closely resembles the t ransverse correlat ions

that are shown in Fig. 3b for comparison. Its amplitude

is only slight ly decreased due to our finite fidelity in the

preparat ion of the init ial spin-impurity. Comparing the

measured transverse correlat ions eCi ,j quant itat ively to

the expectat ion for a perfect chain, we find good agree-

ment after a constant down scaling of the theoret ical cor-

relat ion amplitude by 0.6. Such an e↵ect has indeed been
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FIG. 2. Transverse correlat ions. (a), (b) Experimental data

of the correlat ions Ci , j and eCi , j for di↵erent evolut ion t imes.
The st rongest signal corresponds to the outward propagat -

ing correlat ions between the sites ± i symmetrically located
around the init ial posit ion (on the upper left to lower right

diagonal). (c) Theoret ical predict ion for an ideal spin chain.
Remarkable qualitat ive agreement between theory and exper-
iment is visible in the spat ial st ructure of the correlat ions, but

the amplitude of the experimental signal is reduced (di↵erent
color scales).

is uniform across the chain with equal probabilit ies for

the |" i and |#i states (Fig. 1b). We ensured that the

magnet ic field homogeneity was bet ter than 50mG/ cm

(0.2Hz/ alat ) [46] such that t ransverse spin correlat ions

are preserved over experimental t imescales of 100ms.

Each data point presented in this paper is ext racted from

typically 800 (1000) individual realizat ions of the spin

chain in the longitudinal (t ransverse) case (with the ex-

cept ion of the data shown in Fig. 4, where these numbers

are five t imes lower).

The spat ially resolved measurement of t ransverse cor-

relat ions Ci ,j is the crucial step towards the detect ion

of entanglement dynamics. Without defects in the spin

chain, the operator Ŝ?
i direct ly relates to our experimen-

tal observable P 1
i ? = hŜ?

i i + 1
2
. Hence, the transverse

correlat ions Ci ,j = P 11
i ,j ? − 1

4
are given by the joint prob-

ability P 11
i ,j ↵ to find one atom at site i and one at site

j in the t ransverse (↵ = ? ) measurement . Imperfect ions

will always decrease these detected correlat ions such that

Ci ,j provides a lower bound for them, even in an environ-

ment of onsite atom number fluctuat ions [33]. Figure 2a

shows the measured t ransverse correlat ions together with

the theoret ical predict ion for the ideal XX-spin chain. A

strong posit ive signal appears between sites + 1 and − 1

after an evolut ion t ime of 20ms (1.26h̄/ Jex ) and subse-

quent ly these correlat ions spread further outwards. How-

ever, compared to the ideal case a trend toward neg-

at ive values is visible even between far separated sites

that should be uncorrelated given the short evolut ion

t imes. A possible explanat ion for this lies in the non-

perfect init ial Mot t insulators result ing in P 1
i ? < 0.5,

which biases the measured Ci ,j . This bias is removed

in the modified t ransverse correlat ion eCi ,j , defined as
eCi ,j = P 11

i ,j ? − P 1
i ? P 1

j ? [33]. In Fig. 2b, we show the

measured eCi ,j , now in remarkable agreement with the

theoret ical predict ion, except for the smaller amplitude

of the measured correlat ion signal.

We now combine longitudinal and t ransverse correla-

t ion measurements to detect spin-entanglement in the

system. This is achieved using a lower bound for the

concurrence in the spin-1/ 2 degree of freedom and also

for the entanglement of part icles [24, 25, 41] obtained

from [33]

Ci ,j = 2(2Ci ,j −
q

P 11
i ,j k

P 00
i ,j k

). (1)

Here, P 00
i ,j k

is the joint probability of finding zero atoms

on sites i and j in the longitudinal measurement . It has

been shown in Ref. [33] that Ci ,j is a valid lower bound

for the concurrence even in the case of fluctuat ing part i-

cle numbers as long as the maximum on-site occupat ion

number doesnot exceed two. This requirement is fulfilled

in our experiments where the total atom number is tuned

to yield a unity filled Mot t insulator in the center of the

t rap. Assuming the worst case scenario, that the ob-

served hole probability of 0.032(6) is only due to doubly

occupied sites and an exponent ially decreasing occupa-

t ion of higher excited states we expect a probability for

t riply occupied states of 10− 3. With the weak addit ional

assumpt ions of vanishing correlat ions between the site

occupat ion numbers and between all degrees of freedom

in the doubly occupied sector, a more efficient bound eCi ,j

on the concurrence can be obtained by replacing Ci ,j by

the modified t ransverse correlat ions eCi ,j in Eq. (1) [33].

It is reasonable to assume that these condit ions are ful-

filled in theexperiment for non nearest -neighbor sitesand

given the very low probability for double occupat ion.

The results of the concurrence measurements are

shown in Fig. 3a for pairs of sites symmetric around the

init ial impurity posit ion. They reveal a buildup of en-

tanglement in the spin chain leading to a peaking con-

currence C− 1,+ 1 = 0.24(6) between the sites ± 1alat away

from the center after 35ms. For longer t imes, the con-

currence peaks at larger distances showing an outward

propagat ing entanglement wavefront . Using the bound
eCi ,j , we find finite entanglement up to distances of six

lat t ice sites. Note that the bound for the concurrence is

expected to beespecially efficient for pairsof sites located

symmetrically around the init ial posit ion, which is con-

sistent with our observat ions (cf. Fig. 2). The observed

concurrence closely resembles the t ransverse correlat ions

that are shown in Fig. 3b for comparison. Its amplitude

is only slight ly decreased due to our finite fidelity in the

preparat ion of the init ial spin-impurity. Comparing the

measured transverse correlat ions eCi ,j quant itat ively to

the expectat ion for a perfect chain, we find good agree-

ment after a constant down scaling of the theoret ical cor-

relat ion amplitude by 0.6. Such an e↵ect has indeed been

Can we circumvent a full state tomography?
-> detect lower bound for concurrence



Concurrence from X-Matrix

• Concurrence is bounded by concurrence of X-Matrix part:

• Concurrence of X-Matrix part:

Rafsanjani & Agarwal, arXiv:1204.3912 (2012)

Experimentally detect lower bound for two-site concurrence
using diagonal elements and only one off-diagonal element
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FIG. 2. Transverse correlat ions. (a), (b) Experimental data

of the correlat ions Ci , j and eCi , j for di↵erent evolut ion t imes.
The st rongest signal corresponds to the outward propagat -

ing correlat ions between the sites ± i symmetrically located
around the init ial posit ion (on the upper left to lower right

diagonal). (c) Theoret ical predict ion for an ideal spin chain.
Remarkable qualitat ive agreement between theory and exper-
iment is visible in the spat ial st ructure of the correlat ions, but

the amplitude of the experimental signal is reduced (di↵erent
color scales).

is uniform across the chain with equal probabilit ies for

the |" i and |#i states (Fig. 1b). We ensured that the

magnet ic field homogeneity was bet ter than 50mG/ cm

(0.2Hz/ alat ) [46] such that t ransverse spin correlat ions

are preserved over experimental t imescales of 100ms.

Each data point presented in this paper is ext racted from

typically 800 (1000) individual realizat ions of the spin

chain in the longitudinal (t ransverse) case (with the ex-

cept ion of the data shown in Fig. 4, where these numbers

are five t imes lower).

The spat ially resolved measurement of t ransverse cor-

relat ions Ci ,j is the crucial step towards the detect ion

of entanglement dynamics. Without defects in the spin

chain, the operator Ŝ?
i direct ly relates to our experimen-

tal observable P 1
i ? = hŜ?

i i + 1
2
. Hence, the transverse

correlat ions Ci ,j = P 11
i ,j ? − 1

4
are given by the joint prob-

ability P 11
i ,j ↵ to find one atom at site i and one at site

j in the t ransverse (↵ = ? ) measurement . Imperfect ions

will always decrease these detected correlat ions such that

Ci ,j provides a lower bound for them, even in an environ-

ment of onsite atom number fluctuat ions [33]. Figure 2a

shows the measured t ransverse correlat ions together with

the theoret ical predict ion for the ideal XX-spin chain. A

strong posit ive signal appears between sites + 1 and − 1

after an evolut ion t ime of 20ms (1.26h̄/ Jex ) and subse-

quent ly these correlat ions spread further outwards. How-

ever, compared to the ideal case a trend toward neg-

at ive values is visible even between far separated sites

that should be uncorrelated given the short evolut ion

t imes. A possible explanat ion for this lies in the non-

perfect init ial Mot t insulators result ing in P 1
i ? < 0.5,

which biases the measured Ci ,j . This bias is removed

in the modified t ransverse correlat ion eCi ,j , defined as
eCi ,j = P 11

i ,j ? − P 1
i ? P 1

j ? [33]. In Fig. 2b, we show the

measured eCi ,j , now in remarkable agreement with the

theoret ical predict ion, except for the smaller amplitude

of the measured correlat ion signal.

We now combine longitudinal and t ransverse correla-

t ion measurements to detect spin-entanglement in the

system. This is achieved using a lower bound for the

concurrence in the spin-1/ 2 degree of freedom and also

for the entanglement of part icles [24, 25, 41] obtained

from [33]

Ci ,j = 2(2Ci ,j −
q

P 11
i ,j k

P 00
i ,j k

). (1)

Here, P 00
i ,j k

is the joint probability of finding zero atoms

on sites i and j in the longitudinal measurement . It has

been shown in Ref. [33] that Ci ,j is a valid lower bound

for the concurrence even in the case of fluctuat ing part i-

cle numbers as long as the maximum on-site occupat ion

number doesnot exceed two. This requirement is fulfilled

in our experiments where the total atom number is tuned

to yield a unity filled Mot t insulator in the center of the

t rap. Assuming the worst case scenario, that the ob-

served hole probability of 0.032(6) is only due to doubly

occupied sites and an exponent ially decreasing occupa-

t ion of higher excited states we expect a probability for

t riply occupied states of 10− 3. With the weak addit ional

assumpt ions of vanishing correlat ions between the site

occupat ion numbers and between all degrees of freedom

in the doubly occupied sector, a more efficient bound eCi ,j

on the concurrence can be obtained by replacing Ci ,j by

the modified t ransverse correlat ions eCi ,j in Eq. (1) [33].

It is reasonable to assume that these condit ions are ful-

filled in theexperiment for non nearest -neighbor sitesand

given the very low probability for double occupat ion.

The results of the concurrence measurements are

shown in Fig. 3a for pairs of sites symmetric around the

init ial impurity posit ion. They reveal a buildup of en-

tanglement in the spin chain leading to a peaking con-

currence C− 1,+ 1 = 0.24(6) between the sites ± 1alat away

from the center after 35ms. For longer t imes, the con-

currence peaks at larger distances showing an outward

propagat ing entanglement wavefront . Using the bound
eCi ,j , we find finite entanglement up to distances of six

lat t ice sites. Note that the bound for the concurrence is

expected to beespecially efficient for pairsof sites located

symmetrically around the init ial posit ion, which is con-

sistent with our observat ions (cf. Fig. 2). The observed

concurrence closely resembles the t ransverse correlat ions

that are shown in Fig. 3b for comparison. Its amplitude

is only slight ly decreased due to our finite fidelity in the

preparat ion of the init ial spin-impurity. Comparing the

measured transverse correlat ions eCi ,j quant itat ively to

the expectat ion for a perfect chain, we find good agree-

ment after a constant down scaling of the theoret ical cor-

relat ion amplitude by 0.6. Such an e↵ect has indeed been
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FIG. 2. Transverse correlat ions. (a), (b) Experimental data

of the correlat ions Ci , j and eCi , j for di↵erent evolut ion t imes.
The st rongest signal corresponds to the outward propagat -

ing correlat ions between the sites ± i symmetrically located
around the init ial posit ion (on the upper left to lower right

diagonal). (c) Theoret ical predict ion for an ideal spin chain.
Remarkable qualitat ive agreement between theory and exper-
iment is visible in the spat ial st ructure of the correlat ions, but

the amplitude of the experimental signal is reduced (di↵erent
color scales).
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Each data point presented in this paper is ext racted from
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cept ion of the data shown in Fig. 4, where these numbers
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t ion of higher excited states we expect a probability for

t riply occupied states of 10− 3. With the weak addit ional
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occupat ion numbers and between all degrees of freedom

in the doubly occupied sector, a more efficient bound eCi ,j

on the concurrence can be obtained by replacing Ci ,j by

the modified t ransverse correlat ions eCi ,j in Eq. (1) [33].

It is reasonable to assume that these condit ions are ful-

filled in theexperiment for non nearest -neighbor sitesand

given the very low probability for double occupat ion.

The results of the concurrence measurements are

shown in Fig. 3a for pairs of sites symmetric around the

init ial impurity posit ion. They reveal a buildup of en-

tanglement in the spin chain leading to a peaking con-

currence C− 1,+ 1 = 0.24(6) between the sites ± 1alat away

from the center after 35ms. For longer t imes, the con-

currence peaks at larger distances showing an outward
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eCi ,j , we find finite entanglement up to distances of six
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expected to beespecially efficient for pairsof sites located
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sistent with our observat ions (cf. Fig. 2). The observed
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is only slight ly decreased due to our finite fidelity in the
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the expectat ion for a perfect chain, we find good agree-
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relat ion amplitude by 0.6. Such an e↵ect has indeed been



Lower bound for concurrence

How to measure the indvidual elements?

Measure for coherent superposition

Measure for unintented double spin-preparation



V: 
Spin-Entanglement Detection in 

Practice



Coherence detection

• Detection using push-out scheme: x x

• Let‘s neglect holes and doubly occupied sites for the moment

• Only use probability that both sites are occupied after push-out pulse

• Apply rotations on both sites before push-out:

1. No rotation:

2. Pi-rotation:

3. Pi/2-rotation:



Lower bound for concurrence

Transverse correlations:



Transverse correlation data
1st row: 2nd row:

Theory:



Transverse correlation data

For sites
-1 and 1

For sites
-2 and 2

For sites
-3 and 3

Transverse correlations reduced due to number fluctuations



Concurrence bound

Solid: using

Dashed: using

For sites
-1 and 1

For sites
-2 and 2

For sites
-3 and 3

Entanglement spreading observed up to 7 sites distance



VI: 
Influence of holes: In-situ Stern 

Gerlach



In-situ Stern-Gerlach

Influence of holes hard to access using current imaging technique

-> Spatially separate spins to image both states at once:In-situ Stern-Gerlach imaging with full spatial resolution
-> On-site occupation number and spin at once!



Influence of holes

How does the entanglement evolution depend on the number of holes in the chain?

-> Post-selection of entanglement data on number of holes!

Holes have a strong influence on Spin-Entanglement dynamics



Outlook



Particle-number Entanglement

Can we detect entanglement in the on-site occupation number in a similar way?

Problem: no local rotations possible

x

x

x

x x

x

Spin 0 Spin 1/2
Spin 1

-1/2 -1/2 -1 0 +1

tu
n

n
el

in
gUsing a second copy of the system, we can implement

‚rotations in on-site occupation number space‘



General entanglement detection
Zoller: Daley et. al, PRL 109, 020505 (2012), Pichler et. al, New J. Phys. 15 063003 (2013)
Jacksch: Alves et. al,PRL 93, 11 (2004)

Measurement of the purity                of subsystems: 

1. Create two copies of the system
and interfere them
2. Count atoms in copy A and B
->purity for all possible subsystems

Rényi entropy of order 2:
->Entanglement measure

Related work: Abanin, Demler, PRL 109, 020504 (2012)

Is there more information than the purity?

Scaling of errorbars with subsystem size?

On-going work with Michael Knap:

• Off-diagonal correlation functions:
(similar to transverse correlations)

• Dynamical correlators (Green function like)



Naive entanglement detection
System in pure state

1. Cut it in two

2. Let it equilibrate

3. Adiabatic change of Hamiltonian
in both subsystems to ‚simple Hamiltonian‘

‚simple Hamiltonian‘=diagonal in measurement basis

Equilibrium states will be diagonal in measurment basis
-> read off-entropy of subsystems



Thermometry

J.F. Sherson et al., Nature 467, 68 (2010).

T = 0.074(5) U/kB

Single shot thermometry
of MIs (atomic limit)

zero-tunneling approximation

fit parameters: T/U; µ/U; U/ω2



Summary

Introduction to single-site resolved imaging in optical lattices

Observables

Spin-Entanglement detection during single Spin-Impurity dynamics

Generalization to entanglement detection in particle-number sector

Influence of on-site particle number fluctuations on Spin-Entanglement dynamics

L. Mazza, D. Rossini, R. Fazio, ME, New J. Phys. 17, 013015 (2015)
arxiv:1408:4672
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